MODULAR KNOCKOUTS

PA Insert’s forming system is inexpensive

CREATE KNOCKOUTS & CUSTOM SLAB
FORMS IN MINUTES!
NO WOODWORKING

versatile

and

incredibly

easy

to

use

This sturdy plastic extrusion is

” high Unlike a standard x board it does not need to be built
up to form a ” slab or hole The material will probably pay for
itself just from the time saved in woodworking

It was designed with several advantages making

FAST & EASY

Set up is fast and easy Simply fit the pieces

together in the dimensions required set the custom knockout on
your form and give it a light coat of oil The material can be

it a great alternative to wood and polystyrene

disassembled after pouring and reused repeatedly
More time will be saved because the usual steps of forming out
wooden or polystyrene knockouts that only last two or three
pours will be eliminated

SAVES TIME

Another great feature is that the plastic is

smooth and tapered It strips so easily that the knockout can be
pushed out by hand This saves time spent stripping No more
banging on wood forms for ten or more minutes to remove a
wood knockout which at this point is damaged and has to be
remade or fixed No more pushing out polystyrene knockouts that
break and have to be duct taped back together Because of this
feature the material will last for many pours This saves even
more money in material

H U G E S A V I N G S Huge savings are going to be generated
by eliminating wood and polystyrene clean up and disposal costs

INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

The material is

shipped in ’ lengths that can be cut as desired and assembled to
form windows knockouts or slabs Premade corners can also be
purchased and fitted with straight pieces of whatever length is
required For specific installation instructions contact PA Insert
Corporation

TO ORDER CALL  
or sales@pennsylvaniainsertcom

•Patent Pending

